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ClUSTERING OF VACANCIES AHD HARDl,.~ING 

* * G. Thoma.o omt J. vlanhburn 

1. Introduction 

With the 0lE~ctron microscope one observes the structural changes 

resulting from an exccoo of point defecto only after they have clustered, 

or collapsed into soo~ kind of dislocation defect, e.g., loops, tetrahedra 

and helices. Single vacancies have been detected by field ion microscopy 

(e.g., see Huller(l) and Brandon et al. (2 )) but it seems improbable that 

single vacancies or very small groupo can be resolved by electron micros-

copy. The smallest resolvable loop is of the order of 50 A dia.meterJ 

smaller loops may appear as black dots or may even be invisible altogether 

since the strain fields on opposite sides of the loops tend to cancel each 

other. It io the presence of such strain fields that render defects visible 

in the electron microscope, provided certain geometrical conditions are 

satisfied. In terms of the diffraction ~ontrast theory,( 3, 4) invisibility 

occurs when g.R is zero (g is the reciprocal lattice vector corresponding 

to the reflecting plane producing contrast, and R is the strain vector), 

i.e., when R lies in the reflecting plane (see Appendix B). 

Whelan( 5) has reviewed electron microscopy observations of clustered 

point defects up to 1961. Here we shall limit ourselves to clustered 

vncancieo, considering the various factors involved in their precipitation, 

* 

+ 

Depa.r·tment of ~.Uncra.l Technology and Inorganic l.fateriala Research Division, 
u~wrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley. 

Review paper presented at the AIME Symposium on Point Defects, Dallas, 
Texas, February 1963. 
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annihilation and the monner in which vacancies induce hardening. An appendix 

is also included as a practical guid.e towards analyzing dislocation loops 

:formed from colla:pocd cluotcrcd point defects. 

An excess of vacancies in a crystal may be produced as a result of 

quenching, irradiation or plastic deformation. Quenching produces only 

vacancies, but the latter produce both Va.concies and interstitials. 

Since the concentration, c 1 of vacant atom sites in a crystal increases 

with increasing temperature by the relationship c ~A exp (~Ef/kT) Where 

A is an entropy factor (- 1) 1 Ef the formation energy of a vacancy (- 1 eV) 1 

end k is Boltzmann's constant, very large vacancy concentrations may be 

produc~d by quenching mater~als rapidly (>104 deg. aec-1
) from. near the 

melting point. For Al with Ef = 0.76 ev,( 6) the supersaturation is- 109 

-4 with c- 10 just below the melting point. The supersaturation~ be 

eliminated by diffUsion of the vacancies to sinks (surfaces, dislocations) 

or by clustering e.nd collapse.into loops or other defects.(T-lO) The energy 

of motion of the vacancy E is the energy barrier for an atom to Jump into 
m 

an adjacent vacant site. For example, taking E for Al "" 0.54 eV, (74, 7!> . m 

vacancies will move at an appreciable rate at room temperature. In BCC 

metals 1 owing to the laXge values of Ef and small values of . E , it bas not . m 

been possible ao far to quench :OCC metaia' fast enough to observe defects. 

A summary of the kinde of defects that have been observed by electron 

microscopy in quenched and aged.metale is given in Table I. 
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'l'l\.D::rJ; :r. 

E~.).)i,, ,, !..V:f of o~)GCl"'VTl"t.-.:lcm.ri of 
C:ucnchint.~ lk~ i.\:d:.n in Hotn..l.a ru1d /IJ.loya 

~, .. 
D.::fuet Ticfcrcncco 

P, F 11-13 

P, F, It, R 14-23 

n, F, T 17, 18 

D, T 13, 24, 25 

D, p (7) 26 

tronsition to tctrcJwd.ra 26 
p Get,~ Co 

B, P, F, R, T . 17, 18, 29, 

B, H, p_, F, (T?) 30, 31 

F = Fl'Pl'lk loop II = helices 
H = rmm of loops 
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30 

P I!! perfect loop 
T = teh·o.hcdro. B =black s~ots (vacancy clusters?) 

2. FoJ."'lna.t:lon of Cluotcrs 

'I'hc crowth of clu.ntcl~o u.v.rinc: the car:cy otac;eo ho.s been studied in 

copper, by X-rn,y mn.:J.ll c1J:li3lc ocattcring (GAS), electrics~ resistivity (En), 

tuld elcctl·on m.icroocopy (EH). (32,33) Chik ct oJ.. (32) ouggcst tho.t d.ivaconcy 

m.icrc .. tion in rccponsiblc f'or thlo cluatcrinc with a migration cncrc;y of' 

:S 0. 58 eV ( ;~(;hulc et ru.. ( 3i-1)). Ano.lysca of GAS measurcrncnts mv.de in quenched 

Cu O{:;cd o.t ol· olic;htly i!:tbovc room tonpcro.turc But.;fjeat that the clusters hn.ve 

t3)hc:cico.l Gh::o:::)c:s ( 33 ) or j}crhc:.:pr; o.:t"C oblo.tc elipaoid.s. ( 32) 



Clusters ~JJ.'C firot de"t;octccl l:.y Gl\JJ cd'tor about 30 m1nutea ugil16 o.t 25°C ond . . -
reach r.. mo.:dJm.llll size of~ 30 A. (li'1c;. 25) o.fter ~~ houra. ~le hr.:1.ve not resolved 

( r>c:) 
this atac;e of tho clustering by Ji!H. Cotterill .:..) hr:1.a ouc;ccuted that the ini• 

tio.l. clu.Ertors in Au rre oJ.so ophcl.·ica11 contninine up to l~oo vncencics. 

The f:lrst obscl-v'<::1.hle defect in Cu o..ftcr quench-or;ing io the eo-ca.ll0d 

"blo.ck Clot" effect* of 50 A dituneter fJ.nd J.arcer. (FiG. l). Seger ( 32) haa 

BU{:gcotcd· tho.t the Slllt.ill..eGt of these dcfoctu corresponds to the ellipsoid 

detected by S....W.. l>0ing o.t l00°C prod.uceo clusters larce enouch to be resolved 

as dioloca.tion loops. For the smoJJ.cst lo011B thnt_cnn '00 rcaolved it ·t-;-a.a 

not posaiblc to d.ecidc ,.,hcther they lvc1·c of the Fra.nk or the primnn.tic kind. 

This problem ho.o been otudicd in nJ.um.:tmnn by quenching G1rlf:le crystals of 

[ill] or:i.ento.tion. ( 35 ) Fic,uro 2 shrnro nn mwlnple where; q, contrast experiments 

the loops o.ll. o.:ppcar to be of the ll'ro.nlc:. kind. 

h."u.hlrak'-UID-Hilsdori' and Hilsdol'±'(l2 ) t:mu;cot thnt the collapse ephcrice~ .. 

ellipsoid (void}+ loop occ~~a itrltially due to elnotic defol~nation of the 

matcl·ial. FlatteniJ16 o-r tho ellipsoid occurs by ourfacc diffusion of vacancies 

"£rom the poles to the cqw·:>.tor, o.nd a loop fonno 1-rhcn the void is flattened to 

2 or 3 plo.nes thick. This idea 1m.s used to c::plain their obaorv-J.tion.G that 

loop a in Al 1vcre often f'oruicd. in groups \rhich contained n high fraction of 

po.ra.llel· loops. 

* It ia clear tho.t more tlw.n one kind of bLo.ck dot a['pca.re in copper and 
its olloys. Some of them mczy be due to contnmiru1tion or sUl·face effects 
r>rcx1uccd lh.u-inc J.)l"ql.>tll·:.-ltion of thin films. mn.ck apots also form in the 
m:l.croecopc t1uo to 'bombo..x'll.mcnt by r..cc;a:ti vc ions cmi ttcd. from the cc,thode 
(D• H. Po.shlcy ond. A. E. D. Prcolancl, Phil. ~·l<.l{;• 6, 1003 (19()1)). 

. -

t 

.. 
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There is, therefore, good evidence that after quenching, single or 

divacancies cluster into equiaxed defects which subsequently collapse into 

loops. (See Section 6.) 

3. Nucleating Conditions· 

As shown in Table I, there have been numerous observations of quenching 

defects since the first published results of Hirsch et al. on Al.(ll) The 

results of these observations(ll-3l, 71) may be summari£ed as followst 

1) The distributi~n of loops is not always uniform. 

2) Small amounts of impurities or deliberate alloying additions inhibit 

formation of loops in varying degreesJ often helices are the main 

defects in saturated (or nearly eo} solid solutions. 

3) The dislocation loop densities in Cu, Ag1 Ni and alloys are often 

less than expectedJ in these cases, loops are usually found near 

dislocation tangles. 

4) More than one kind of defect may be present in the same specimen. 

5)' Plastic deformation during quenching may or may not favor loop 

nucleation. Associated with this is a specimen size factor. 

6) If quenching is. followed immediately by low temperature deformation, 

~oops are not observed in pure.metals but are present in allo,ys, 

usually as columns.. This suggests that- loop nucleation is more 

difficult in allo,ys. 

7) A critical quenching temperature has been observ~d in Au and Al which 

is a function of impurity content.(l3) Different kinds of defects 

are formed when material is quenched from above and below this 

temperature. 

8) As in all precipitation phenomena, homogeneous nucleation of defects 

is favored by high vacancy supersaturations (e.g., in displacement 

spikes formed by irradiation). 



The• ·Observe.tion.a strongl.y l'\lg8e.at that the nucleation process 11 · 

the moet inQ?orta.nt factor in deciding the number, kind nnd diltribution ot 

Aetecta. Defeotl ~ tor.m ~ homogeneous and heterogeneous precipitation. 
. . . ' 

We viU ncnr consider sane ot the factors listed above. 

(a)·. Ettect of Deforma.tion 

••• •• - j 

'l'he really ori tical. deformation ex:per:lments b.o.ve yet to be done in Yhicb the 

quench rate, specimen ai&e and de:f'o:nna.tion eftect art! investigated in single 

or.yat&l.a. c,uenohing po~oeyatala lri th eo-ca.lled tcro def'o%'111ation is not poa.ible. 

OM rea.aou. for thia ia due to the eniaotropy of tho coeftic1ent ot expansion· 

a'\ 81¥1 near sraJ,n boundariest ditferentinl atresaea will be set up vhich cpul.d 
' -

lll'Ultip~ dislocations. Furthermore, cr,ysta.l.l 8l'e not dislocation-tree Ftor to 

quenching • Figure 3 shows photographs of po~orysta.lline Al, ili vhich colonies 

ot dense~ populated loops ere surrounded complete~ . b;y loop.. free regiona. 

These tree regions ·mtl\Y' correspond with the three-dimensional cell arrangements 

ot dialooo.tiona .. ;preaent prior to quenching. ( 35) Thia, ~~ borne out by the 'VRrl~tion 
in aise ot loops, the IJJJialleat being at the center tuid largest. one a at the 

trinaea ot the coloniea (Fig. 3{b) as expected it the precipitation WWi hamogene0\1.1 

in areas of varying. vnce.noy- concentration. Loop b-ee regions can also result 

trail plastic deformation dur'ill(l quenching, or after qUenching end aging. (11) 

'l'hia 1a consistent with the tact that loop-tree areas sometimes correspond vi th 

the traces ot slip plene a • 

(b) Impuri t)" Ef't"eots 

Tho. situation with regard to impure metala or a.l.l.oy's is further. conwlicated 

because ot the presence ot solute atoms • Single vncanciea and vaoanC)" ~· 

gates ot ell aiaes sney be o.asooim.ted with impurity- atam.a tmd ili\PUriV atcm 

clusters. 1'h.e bindi~ enor{!Y between the solute atcm aDd a. vacancy ~ then. 

•,./' 

' . 
~' 
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The nucleation of d.efects and. the resulting growth proccaseB may 

obviously be modified as corn:pa.red to the pure metal. It is in these cases 

that heterogeneous nucleation has be~n positively ident1tted. Even the 

amaU amounts ot impuri tiee found. in most so-called 11 pure" mete.ls can have 

a pronounced effect both an the nuoleation rate and mode ot precipitation. 

Cotterill and Segall (l3) sUggest that the ratio o/n is a.n important taotor, 

'Where o ia the vacancy end. n tho impurity concentration, However, J'ederigbi 

and. Than.a.s ( 38) show tha.t the o/n ratio should be important only' it ~ is 

not too small. For sufficiently high ratios or low va.lues ot ~ bomogen

eowa nucleation is still possible but for high values ot m., only hetero

geneous nucleation ma.y be possible, For low o/n and high F\) the vaca.noiea 

JDEq be permanently tra.pped by the impurities. The solute a tans themselves 

JDa¥ cluster as in JDS.1lY' aluminum a.lloys. ( 37) :Both vacancies and. solute atCID8 

JIJtq be at the defects e 'l'his , leads to accelerated heterogeneous precipi

tation ot a solid. pba.se1 as lias· been found in Al-OU (6' )(3B) and. Al·.Ag (r•) 

·alloys, (l9, 4o) The a/n ratio falls exponentia.lly' with decreasing quenahins 

temperature (since only c changes), ·Besides having fewer total. vacancies 

available tor precipi tat1on1 those farmed. DlS¥ all be trapped vben the 

quenching tem,perature is lowered, Cotterill and Sege.ll found that 99·~ 

pure Au quenched fran l000°C produced black spot defeats whilst 99·99~ 

pure Au formed fewer bUt larger tetrahedra under the same condi tiona. 

The;y 8.l.so fawtd that 99•995~ pure Al formed prismatic loops bUt 99·~ 

pure Al formed Frank loOpS· ot larger di&meter. The 99, 995~ pure Al vas 
' 

made to behave in the same 'W!ey' as 99·999~ pure Al by repeatedl,y beatins 

and quenching the former. This latter effect was· expla.ined as a 



.. s ... 

purification process occurring within about o.ol em of the specimen sur-

faces • These observa tiona suggest that small amounts ot impurity '108:1' 

provide ei tea for heterogeneous precipi to.tion of vacancies. When 1\ is 

high end c/n is large, solute atoms roo:y increase the number or vacancy _ 

clusters that are formed.. The effect of o.lleying on quenching defects baa 

been investigated for a number of A1 alloys by Thomas. (l4.) In Al-Zn 

. alloys 'Where ~ "V 0.06 eV (see Table It) there is praotico.lly no e:f'tect 

ot zinc additions even up to 3~ (e.g., compere Fig. 5 with 2 and 3). In 

Al-Mg, however, with ~ "V o.l - o.4 ev, vacancy precipitation may be sup

pressed. e.ltogether· in the Al-71:> Mg alley. In Al-Cu (~ a. 0.2 eV) and Al-.Ag 

(~ ~ 0.2 eV) similar effects occur. Westma.cott et al. (2l) .also concluded 

that vacancy trapping occurs in A1 a.lloys. 

Embury et al. (22 ) and Eikum and Thamas(30) showed. that in alloys 

where there is strong vacancy trapping (i.e., when hanogeneous precipi- . 

tation is difficult) plastic deformation during or innnediately attar 

quenching facilitates precipitation of vacancies into loops, many of WhiCh 

are aligned in columns (Fig. 6a). Dislocations introduced by the plastio 

deformation are, therefore; effective in causing heterogeneous precipi

tation. The precipitated vacancy concentration (estimated fran the den

a! ty and size of loops) is larger by an order of magnitude in quenched

deformed Al-5% Mg alloy than in an as-quenched specimen(23 ) (Fig. 6b). 

The effects of 02 are very strong in silver and probably' in copper 

and the noble metals. Na and. H2 'lllEq a.lso be important, and there is evi

dence that He1 Ne, and other gases can permeate through copper. It. is 

known that hydrogen is soluble in liquid Al, so 1 t ~ be that gaseous 
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a tans are important impurities in the tipura'' metals. Discrepancies in 

the various experimental results mny thus be attributed mainly to these 

impurities. 

Table II shows aextoo values of the binding energies determined by 

~nching experiments. 

TABLE II 

Binding Energies Between Vacancies and Solute Atama 
1n v s t arlOUS sys ems. 

System Exp. Method ~ (eV) Reference 

Al...Sn E.R. * 0.4 42 

* 23, 43, 44 Al-Mg E.R. 1 E.M. 0.1-0.4 

Al-Cu E,n. 0.2 45 

* 46 Al-Ag a.A.s. o.4 

Ag-O E.R. 0.4 41 

:re-o I.r. not det. 48 

Cu-0 E.M. tl 30 

Cu-Ag It It 31 

Cu·Al .. " II 

Cu-Au " " " 
Cu-Zn " " " 

* Maximum value 

+ Expected to be large be~ause very few defects are 
observed. 

-~ 
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A critical factor influencing nucleation is, therefore, the fraction 

ot vacancies trapped by solute atoms. This is represented in Fig. T. 
I 

lmpurities or solute ~tams are effective in decreasing the supersaturation 
I 

ot vacancies lee.d.ing eventua.l.ly to no precipitation. The ·phenanena can 
I 

be understood in terms of the phase equilibria between vaea.ncies, solute 

a tans and solvent atoms. 

The association of solute atoms with vacancy clusters ma:y alao deter

mine what kind of defect is :f'ormed1 i.e., a Prank or prismatic loop. Thua1 

in Al-AS e.lloys(l9, ao, 4.o) Frank loops a.nd dissociated helices are atabil-

ized because of the segregation of silver atans. 

4. Helical Dislocations 

In the presence o:f' a nonequilibrium concentration of vacancies, dis

locations, pe.rticu.l.a.r.ly tbo·se near screw orientation, tend to climb into 

a helical sb.a,pe. ( 49) The number ot vaaancie.s that must be absorbed to 

produce one turn ot a helix is the same as that to form one prismatic loop 

ot the same diameter. Therefore 1 to form a helix of rna.ny turns having a 

diameter large enOUgh to be easily recognized by transmission electron 

microscopy, (Figs. 81 9) a large number ot vacancies must be absorbed. 

This is most likely to occur 'When other sinks for excess vacancies are 

not nucleated (e.g., in alloys having an appreciable binding energy 

between vacancies and solute a tans 1 or on quenching frau. a tellqlerature 

too low to achieve the critical supersaturation tor nucleation of vacancy 

clusters).(l4, l5) We have observed helical dislocation in pure aluminum 

but they are unstable under observation. in thin foils o X-r&¥ 



,_ 
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diffraction topoGraphs reveal lnrge scale helices in annealed pure alum-

inum. ( 5o) Long, perfect helices are particularly ote.ble when ~ is large. (l4) 

Solute elements associated with the dioloco.tion line help to prevent glide 

of segments of the dislocation line, which can lead to degeneration of' the 

helix. A helix is converted into a row of' prismatic loops when a screv 

dislocation of oppoaite Burgers vector combines with it (Fig. 6~). This 

can be caused by etreae induced bowing of a particularly large turn of the 

helix itoelt, the gliding segment folding back on the other turns of the 

helix. In this ~, one or any number of turns of a helix can be converted 

into loops. Loops can also result from growing together of two adjacent 

helices of opposite sign. In the latter case1 very irregular loops and 

loops of twice the original helix cross-section can be produced e.s has 

been observed in Al-Cu.(l5) 

Columns of loops may also be produced by a completely different 

mechanism than described above 1 viz. 1 by prismatic punching, e.s was shown 

originally by the experiments of Jones and Mitchell.( 5l) If a material 

contains a second phase (e.g., inclusions or precipitates) the differential 

thermal contraction arising during quenching sets up stresses at the 

particle/matrix interface, which can be relieved by punching out loops. 

Since the coefficients of thermal expansion of intermetallic compounds 

are generally smaller than those of metals, loops would be expected to be 

of the interstitial kind. If these are formed, their size would decrease 

with distance from the source due to annihilation by combination with 

vacancies. This effect is illustrated for a copper-~~ Ag alloy in Fig. 10 

and for grain boundary precipitates of Mg~2 in Al-5% Mg alloy in Fig. 11. 

Similar results have been obtained by Partridge and Le.lly( 52 ) for quenched 



Mg, and in quenched copper by Be.rnos and Mazey(53) 'W1:1o further showed. 

that the spa.c:l.ng between loops in the colUl'llilS was consistent w1 th the 

theory of Dullough ~d Newrno.n~ (54) 

Precipitates also give rise to loops which nre not formed by pris~tio 

punching. These have been described as climb sources and are discussed in 

Appendix A. 

5· Clustered Ve.co.ncics -Produced by; Irradiation 

If a metal is bon1barded with material particles of sufficient momentum, 

many atoms can be eJected f'rat11 their lattice points le~ving clustered vacen• 

oies in this region (Brinkman displacement spike ( 55)). Thus, heavy pa.r .. 

tioles, such e.s neutrons or a.-particles, produce vacancy clusters· at a 

primary collloion1 whereas light particles (e.g., electrons) produce olus--· 

ters only i:f' the te:nt,pCra.t~e is high enough for vacancy diffusion to. occur. 

If a displacement spike ~s produced without subsequent diffusion, there 

will be no denudation of clusters near einkse Figure 12 is an example ot 

displacement spikes in high purity Nb irradiated. at liquid nitrogen with 

3 keV Cs ions ( toto.l dose 2 x lol- 7 ). The largest loops have diameters 
0 

ow 150 A. Associated w1 th low angle boundaries 1 helices and rows of ~oops 

are observed. The appearance of double helices suggests that punching 

:f'rom the bounda.ry may have occurred. An example is shown in Fig. 13. 

On the· other hand, 38 MeV a.-particle bombardment. of copper at 200°C 

produces irreguJ..a.r loops of I'W. 4oo A diamet.er w1 th denudation near grain 

boundaries, indicating that point defect diffusi~n has occurred during 

irradiation. (56) Experiments with Ue gas injection which results in 

precipitation of gas bubbles by attracting vacancies from sources such 

as loops, showed that loops ~xpa.nd during this process; hence, loops must 
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be of the interstitial kindo Similar effects have been observed in Po 

and Ag. a.-pa.rt;icle dama.ge to Al also produces mainly intersti tie.l 

loops.( 57) 

Castaing and Jou:f'frey( 5f3) have investigated argon ion bombard:ment 

in thin evaporated gold films and observed vacancy loops Which could be 

eliminate(l by annealing, either during or subsequent to bombardment. 

In neutron d.amo.ge, both vacancy clusters ("black dots") and preci

pitated discs of interstitial atoms (loops) have been recognized in 

copper. (56, 59) The clusters correspond to displacement spikes but the· 

interstitial loops result from diffusion. :&lrnes concludes that little 

recombination of vacancies e.nd interst1t1e.ls occurs until very high neutron 

. doses are reached. (56) Annealing experiments show that the black dots are 

extremely stable configurations a Whilst they consist ot vacancies and 

should disappear at 350°01 they persist even abave 500°C• During aging, 

gravt.b occurs, enabling the 'TsJ,)ots" to be resolved as tetrahedral defects. 

· Suah tetrahedra are very stable (e.g., in 'Au)1 so, explaining their per• 

sistence. Furthermore, this also explains the nonexcha.ne;e vacancy~inter-

etitial upon annealing. 

vlestmacott et al. ( 6o) recently examined thin films of zone refined 

Al after bonibardment at 80°C with a. flux of 1.6 X lol0 fission fr881llents . . 
em - 2seo ""1 

o Defects were first observed after 30 sec .dose and these grew 

with time into loops on (110} with <110> Burge:ra vectors. It appears that 

both vacancy and interstitial clusters form during the banba.rdment. 

!nitially, each type of defect attracts its own kind and.repels the other. 

Growth occurs independently by climb and slip. Loops of opposite kind 
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were also observed to slip tor;ether e.nd cancGl. Thio work sho..,m .that 

growth of loopo can occur in pn.rt by loop migration thrO'U{r)l slip B.nd, 

pcrha~s, conoervntivo climb, and does not (in this case) taka place en-

tirely l)y ra.ndam m:tgro.tion of single defects. 'rho eliding together of 

small perfect loops ho.s also been observed in Au,(6l) Pt,( 62, 63) end Q.(64) 

In casas 'Where the::! loops are lln;pcrfect (Fronk kind) slip cannot OCcUr BO 

that loops 'W'ill not came together unless the temperature is hieh enough 

to o.llaw conoerVo. ti w climb to take plo.ce. 

Recent information regarding the nature of interstitial defects 

produced by irradiation in various materials can be found in reference 65. 

6. Nucleation o.nd Growth Mechanisms 

The relative energies of the three types of defect (stacking fault 

tetrahedron, stacking fault loop and perfect loop) that could be :formed 

:fran a given number of vacancies can be estimated if the stacking :fault 

energy for the crystal is known. They are given approxima.tely bya 

E • Ga2 J Jn J + ~ J2 r 
L 4,c(l-v) r

0 
... 

Ga
2 

.t J + {3 2 E.r ... i21C( 1-v) Jn r:; /; r 

Ga2 .t - 2J f2 
Ep • 2.4(1-v) Jn o. 

where EL, ET1 and ~ ere the energies of a triangul.o.r stacking fault loop1 

a. tetrahedron, and a triangular per:f"ect loop respectively, each having side J,. 

G is the shear modulus, a the unit cell dimension, r
0 

the dislocation core 

radius, v is Poisson's ratio, and r is the stacking fault energy. 
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These relo.tivo cncrcieo arc shovm ao a :function of' J in Figs. 14 

and. 15 tor aluminum o.nd ailver rcapcctivoly. ( 3o) The perfect loop o.lwa.ys 

has lowest energy above a.n upper r!rit.ico.l size, and the tetrahedron is 

alwn.yn favored below a lo,.,rcr critical size • Bet\reen these two values of' 

J the l"ranlt loop iG a table • Ta.blo m lists the lower critical value, 

J .. Jo for a number of metals along 'With the stacking fault energies chosen 

in making the calcula.tion. The results obtained are sensitive to the 

chosen value for r, o.nd there is still doubt concerning the accuracy of 

the values given in the Table. 

It is obvious from the experimental observations that these simple 

energy canpo.riaono do not a.l'ro.ya determine the typa of defect that is pres

enti. For eJ::a.mple, copper and alumimnn ll'lll.Y both show P'ranlt loops (Fig. 16) 

even though r for Al is thought to be four or five times larger than that 

or Cu. AB shovm in Table I, more than one type of defect is often found 

in the some metal and the dimensions of the defects are frequentlY outside 

the predicted range of stability. However, the observations do follow 

the predictions in a. t;cnera.l way. Tetrahedra. are observed (Fig. 17) when 

the sta.cldl'I.B fault energy io low and perfect loops are :found more :f're· 

quently in aluminum than in any other metal. 

To understand the occurrence of defects having dimensions outside 

the predicted r~e of stability it is necessary to aosume either that 

the 'lalue of Erta.cll:in~ fault enerGY chosen is incorrect or that there is a. 

larce enough a.ctivatlon energy in the proceos of conversion of one type 

of defect to another to mn.l-.e the frequency of conversion negligible. In 

moat caoeo, the latter explanation appears to be the moat reasonable. 

So.ada.(G6) ho.a conoidcrcd the trans:f'onnation of ato.cking fo.ult loopG to 

perfect loops by nucleation of a loop of Shocltley partial in the stacking 
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'l'ABT..aE III 

Col.culate<l Vctlucs o:f' the ~h:dnm:m Size of 

Tctrtl.hedro. D:::low mtich 'l'his :ta the 1·1oat Btnblo Defect 

G d:ync a I ciu
2 2 • 

r ergs/ Clll oA 

2.1 x J..o11 33 4.0787 
·u 7•8 X 10 95 3·5234 

2.6 X lOll 4o 4.o8 
. ll 

4.5 X 10 4o 3.6147 

0•75x lOU 50 4.9502 

4.5 X 10 11 20 4.0450 
·. 11 

2.4 x 10 leO 4.o6J~3 

2.5 X 1011 18o 4.05 

J 1. 
0 

'~30 

.. 330' 

330 

515 

83 

1.6 X 104 

2 X .l(j'!). 

. 28 

. ). 
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fault. lie finclo thut even .tn aluminum J..a.rc;e ota.ck:tnG :f'o.ult loops riJIJ:J not 

tro.ncform. A o·tJ.•ooa u:l.tU.J the nuclca.tian of n. Shockley lY.!Xtio.l. Although 

·the form. .. 1.tion of pcx-fcct lo<JI)~> in nlum:l.num nUJ.Y be duo to a tresses, there is 

sane dotlht e.a to ho1,r lDlJ.ny o:f the small lOOJ)S ohocrvcd in A1 are rea.lly 

perfect (e.~., soc Fig. 2). Strcoo o.idod nuclea:t.ion of perfect loops baa 

been obsorvcd in tho electron microocopc (Yoc;hiclo.1 private cammunica.tion). 

The otreoo in· this cuse :I. a co.used by local heo.ting of· the specimen by the 
/ 

electron bcrun. 

Sma~l anBle scattering Ci~I'UJcnts on coppcr(33) indicate that there 

is a continuous increase in the size of defects within the range 10 Jt to 
0 

30 A. The mea.surcmcnto also indicate that the defects are aP'PI'oxima.tcly 

0 0 

equiaxed rather tha.n plate-e:haped or rod-ohaped. From about· 30 A to 100 A 

the defects ore visible in thin foils as "bla.clt opota". \;'hen theoe black 

spots crow to o. aizc t.ha.t can just be resolved, they are found to have a 

tetraheclra.l shnpc in copper. (5G) These oboervations, along with the energy 

considcra·tions e:tvcn above, OU{",gest that many vacancy cluaterB (JrOW 1n1-

tio.lly na tetre.ho<lra. He propose tha.t 1 in the caoe of o.lumim.un, these trans-

form to otn.-cking fault' lOOJ;>i3 by nucleation of' a. Shockley partial e.t one of 

the cornero lx~forc they reach a size that is visible by transmission elec

tron microscorjy and t.ha.t during :f'urther growth the shape. chanc;ea i'ram tri-

o.ngu.lc.r to hcxo.conul. For gold the activation energy for the transfornnt1on1 

tetrahedron ... ~~rcnk loop, muat be large enough to prevent the tra.noforma.tion, 

even> for tetriihccJ.ra, well above the critical. size. (25 ) · 

Con tinuouo c;rowt.h of totra.hedro.l aefccts h.B.s also :been suer;eoted 

recently by Cz,jzck ct al. (67) and de Jong and Koehler• (GG) The l.o.tt.cr 

nuthoro ::;u;_:c;cct tho.t o. clunter of six vacancies can collapse directly to 
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:f'orm a atacldng fault tetruhcdron and that oinelc vaca.ncteo can bo absorbed 

at 1 tG odgeo producing ote:pa in the sta.cking fault faces, 'l'hey aug~eet 

that the nucleation of tetrahedra in gold probably ta.kca place by the a.dd.i tion 

of' a divo.cancy to a quadravo.cancy or a. single vacancy to o. :penta.va.ca.ncy. The 

quadra.va.cancy was co~sidered to be the smallest cluster that vou1d not be 

in equ~librium vith single and divo.cancica. 

The effect of sohtte elements 'ltllJ:y be to decrease the sta.bili ty or one 

ot the links in the cha.in. such as the q,uadra.vace.ncy or penta.vnca.ncy and, 

therefore, make nucleation more difficult. Alternatively; they may inhibit 

t1le addition of single vacancies to the edges ot a. tetrahedron and thereby 

:prevent their rapid growth. The occurrence of perfect loops in copper riJJiJ¥ 1 

therefore, be due to impurity atoms \fhich influence the ma.nner in wich 

vnca.ncieo cluster c.a vell as affecting the vacancy supersaturation. Alter

natively :perfect loops ma.y be formed by a different mechanism (e.g., by 

degeneration of helical dislocations). 

In Al ( o.nd same Al alloys) large perfect dio.mond shaped loops are 

often found in regions where the vacancy supersaturation was small, e.g., 

near sinks (Fig. 3b). Associated with these loops, lo.rge Frank loops are 

also observed. The sequence of vacancy clustering, collapse and growth Of 

de~ects to form these diamond ·shaped loops might be as toll ow s 

· t~trahedron .. tria.ngul..aJ:.o Frank loop ... growth to hexagonal Frank loop . 

... hexagonal :perfect loop -+ growth into :perfect diamond loop. 

When the tetrahedron reaches a critical size, nucleation of a Shockley loop 

at one of the corners sweeps awny three of the sta.cldng :faults and three ot 

the stairrod dislocations. This process '1!'JJXY be aided by .the steps 'Which 

must be preuent in the stacking faults during its gro,rt.h. These additional 

.. -
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sta.irrod dialocationa dccroaoe the ato.bili ty o:f' the tctrahcrh~'crh Degener-

o.tion o:t" o. tetrahedron r(~oulta in a. tria.ncuJ.o.r F'rnnk loo:p. As these loopo 
.. 

continue to grow by e.baorption of elJ.ditional va.cancico, the shape would be 

expected to ehnnge from trlo.ngular to hcxacono.l. An the three sides of the 

triangle climb out-v1U..t'd1 new stro.ir)lt sc(?ucnte will be :formed. at the corners 

eliminating the a.cute o.nglcs oo a.o to require a. :nrl.nimum increase in length 

of the d1aloea.t:1.on. Some of the largo Frank loops are then transformed to 

perfect hexo.gona.lloopo by nucleation of a. Shockley pa.rtia.l. Since diamond-

shaped perfect loops moat often appeo.r near dislocation tangles, the stress 

fields of nearby dislocations r~ aid the trrinoformation. If growth con-

tinuea after the hexagonal loop becorn.ea perfect 1 climb of the six sides 

Will no longer be symmetrical. 

Consider a perfect loop 1 ABCDEF' 1 as shown in P'1..g. 18a w1 th Burgers 

vector* ~ [ 1o1]. ( 30) The segments AF and CD lie in ( 010) and are pure 

edge but cannot glide • These can, however 1 climb o.nd the corners A and P 

act o.e nodal points. It is possible for the segments along FE, ED1 CB 

and BA to dissociate as follows: (Fig. lSb) 

segment FE BD -+ Br + rD on ( lll) 

segment BA BD ... lb. + a.D on ( 111) 1 etc • 

'l'he length of' the resulting etairroda a.r (Fig. 18b) depends on the oto.cking 

fault eneri!Jf and for Al lrill be - 2b long, i.e. 1 of the some order o.e the 

core ·size. The segments Al!IJ, DEP' are, thus, free to glide on (ill) and 

(ill) as the edgco M 1 CD climb but, beca:u.oe they are dissociated,_ they can-

not climb as easily ao 1\F end CD. There are two possibilities for climb1 as 

shmm in Fig. 18c1 no.mely1 ~ither the dislocation will climb continuously, 

* Tlw reJn.tionr~hip between the (lll) planes and all possible Burgers 
vectors is shovm in Fig. 19. 
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normal to its Burgers vector in the (ioi) plane or it will climb and slip 

so as to remain on the same (111) plane. Segments 1\F and CD will gradu.a.lly 

be eliminated. Fin.e.lly1 tho loop Will o.ppear,e.o show in Jig. 18d1 os a 

diamond with all :tour Sides dissociated. Particularly if' tho S.F.E. is 

high, climb as a. diamond shape will continue1 all four sides climbing at the 

. same rate. until all available vacancies are exhausted. Such a loop can be 

recognized. by the fact that the edge a lie parallel to [ 011] and [ llO] w1 th 

its major axis o.long [1.2.1]. (Fig. 1&1) Howaver, the loop ~ rotate on 

its glide cylinder s.o as to shorten the total length of dislocation line. 

In this case, the edges lie along <12J>1 and the loop is now in the pure 

edge orientation. An example Clf this kind of loop is given in Fig. 9• 

If the dislocations AF 'and CD climb in the [101] plane, the loop 

vill no longer remain in one :plane since part lies in ( 111) and po.rt in 

(101). However1 the segments ABC and DEF are free to glide on their re

spective (111) planes and could, therefore, slip so as to bring the who1e 

·loop into the (101) or some intermediate plane •. This is favorable since the 

original segments ABC and DEF are thereby shortened. This mechanism is 

illustrated in Fig. 18e. The above mechanism is a possible expla.na.tion 

of T~wmura and Greenfield's observations( 69) of diamond-shaped loQpO an 

(110). Barnes ~t a1.< 571 60) have also observed dio.mond-shaped loops on 

(110) in Al a.:f'ter irradiation. 

It is difficult experimentally to determine the exact plane of the 

loop unlesa special specimen tilting experiments can be done (see Appendix B). 

.li 
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It appears that use of a. gcniameter st~e is eosentio.l to avoid nmhigu.oue 

results. In alloys 1 the aolute atamn 1na.y aegrceate to the dioloca;tions 

and could pley a role in detcrrolning the f1no.1 orientation, e.g., solute 

atoms ncy a.c·tua.lly co.une rotation of the loop into the required ha.bi t · 

pl.o.ne for precipi to.tion, a.a qucnchinc; d.ofccto nre often observed to be 

(19 38-41 44) preferential sites for precipitation. 1 1 

The diamond loops must ahru.yo b0 perfect and are formed final4' by .· 

combined climb and glide. n1e fact that diamond loops are commonly ob

served is indirect proof of prefel~entia.l climb of the undissociated edee 

segments of a loop. 'l'he same is true for helico.l disloca.tiona 1 as they 

aloo tend to climb into regular diamond ohapes (Fig. 9). 

7• Direct Observations of Climb 

Silcox and Whelan(TO) were the first to present direct experimental 

eVidence for climb by carrying out annealing cxperliaents on quenched loops 

in pure AJ., They obocrved that at 170°C el1d above, o.ll the loopo shrank• 

This was interpreted in terms of the looa of vacancies from loops and 

their dif:f'usion to sinlm (chiefly the foil surfaces). 'I'he process is 1 

thus 1 that of climb whereby vacancies are emitted at jogs on the loop. In 

thin foils Silcox and vlhelan were able to ignore supersaturo.tion ef'fects 

(which would ca.uoe gro\-rth of loops) and, assuming the surfaces were in-

finite a1nlto 1 the rate of decrease of the loop ro.diuo, r, with tilile 1 t, 1a 

:p.."U'nbolic and of the form1 

'l'hc "time conoto.nt" " ia given by " .,. "o CXJ? ( -~kT) where ~ is the aelf 

difi'uGion enerGY o.nd 't ,.. r 2 (Zv b2 a.)-1 • Hera, v is the atomic frequency 
0 0 

of' vi.uro.tion ( .... 101 :'5), b is the Burgcro vector, a. is a conatun:t ( ... 64 at 
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200°C for Al.) o.nc1. Z1 . ~ coordination fac·tor (= 11). Figure 20 shows an 

experimental plot of the radius-time relationship for a ahrinldng loop, (23) 

from which the value of ED 'Was founcl to be ld cv, e,greeing with·Silc<llt 

o.nd \Vhelan's result and those obta.ined by other methoda.(74, 75) Attempts 

to determine ED by :f.nvest~gations of the annealing of loops in bullt Al 

vere not eucceos:f'ul due to cam;plica.tions e.rising from vacancy eu;peraa.tura-

tion effects J large loops were o'bserved to grow at the mcpenee of smaller 

ones. (70, 7l) These expcrimen·ea confirmed that the second stage 

ot annealing observed from E.R. measurements was due to the elimination ot 

loops by climb. (74 ) The f'irnt and. main drop in resistivity is .. due. to the 

migration and clustering of supersaturated vacancies. Similar results were 

obtained by Cotterill (25) on quenched gold except that the "second" annealing 

stage occurred in at least two parts. This Dk~ be associated with the 

impurity effects mentioned earlier. Cotterill was also able to determine 

ex]erimentally the electrical resistivity of stacking faults and vacancies 

in Au by correlating observed resistivity values vdth the concentration 

and size of tetrahedra in the B[)Jlle niD;tcria.l. He obtained PsF = [1.8 ± 0.3] 

x 10-13 13 ohm cm2 for a stacking fault density of 13 cm-1 end a lower limit 

far the resistivity of vacancies at p = [2.4 ± 0.4] x 10-6 ohm em at.% 
r . . ·. 

vaco.ncies. This experimental value of PsF c.grees very well w1 th Howie' a 

calculated value(72 )of [2.5 x 10-1 ~ 13 ohm am2 ] 1 and the more recent result 

of de Jong and Kochler(GS) {{1.3 ± 0.4) x 10-1 ~ 13 ohm cm2
}• 

In contro.r;t to pure Al, the behavior of' loops in AJ.-5% Me alloys is 

(23) 
the name dm·inG annealing both bulk. specimens and thin foils. In 

both co.::;c~G, loops (and helices) ~' e.g., Fig. 21. In other vord.3 1 

super::mturat:ton conditions can be maintained 1n thin foils of this alloy. 
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A oimilor rcGult ha.s boen obncrved in Al-20i Ag. ( 
41) Tha ro.tc of' growth 

~ "" dx/dt wcw obocrvod to be connt ... ·1.nt (~vcn i.Jhcm o. loop intersected the our-

:face. Ficuro 2~~ ehOWB a. plot of r o.go.inot l/'!1 :from which the activation 
(13) 

energy E_G f?r ti1e proccoG ia :found to be 0.95 ± 0.05 eV as ccr~cd to 

('"·o) 1.3 oV for pure Al. 1 Thia reoult; 1-m.o interpreted in terms of' the effect 

of' ti1e binrling energy Hc;-vaca.ncy on the rate of' climb. 

In o. two caru;r>anont oyatcm the vucancy concentration x' is given by(73) 

x• ~A e1cp [-:;J (1 - l2o + J2o exp [~]) 
were Ef is the va.co.ncy :formation energy in the pure metal and c is the 

atomic fraction of solute atoms. x' co.n be measured from the dcnoity and 

size. of 1001~ and x (for the pure metal can be calculated from x = A exp[-~~J, 
hence 

exp (~~) "" [<~ - 1) + l2c] _! • 
~ x l2c 

The f'ollmrlng ohown o.n example of the value of EB obtained from a bulk 

annealing experiments (23) 

Treatment Loop density X x'/x EB 

Q + 60'. li33°C 1.4 X 1013 2.6 x lo-• 3.1 o.1o 
in bu]J;: 

The maximum value of EB found by thio method is 0.16 eV. However, measurements 

of x' o.ro li1~cly to be on t.he low oiu.c because only those vacancies "Which 

have c;one to loo_pc or helices have been counted. 

Fro1:1 the kinetic data. obtained from thin foil eJ::perimcnts lie can write 1 

If' En iu involved onJ..y in Ef or Em' n "" 1 1 but if EB is oqually o.cti vc in 

Putting Ef"" 0.76 eV1 Em"" 0.51~ eV (values :f'or pure Al) 1 
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then the mn.ximulll value of ED ""' 0.4 eV for Mg-vnca.ncy "couple" diffuoion 

(Ei' then ""' 0). If the vacancies arc trapped. in a J-ig-vacancy complex, the 

clusters mu.at evo.poratc off vo.canc1en 1 oo we can writat E-G = Ei' +Em + 2 EB• 

Putting in the values forE G' E-~' o.nd E 1 R (ruin.) is then 0.17 eV. This 
' -r' .1. m 0 

value agrees quite well wit.h the bull~ experiinental results and also with the 

E.R. results given in ~able II. 'rhe actual value oi' Eb depends UP9n the 

vacancy-solute atom configura;tion and is probably sensitive to quenching 

rate, tem:pero:t.urc, and possibly cora:position. vJe ore presently investigating 

the latter by repeating the thin foil work for Al-1%1 3%, 1ofo and 10% Mg 

alloys. 

Silcox<76) studied the annealing out of tetrahedra in quenched gold 

but, unlike loops in pure Al, continuous decrease in size of tetrobcdra 

wae,not observed. 'I'he tetrahedra dinappeared suddenly after heating to\ 
I 

above 650°0. 

Meshii and Kau.fine..nn ( Tr) determined the acti va. tion energy for elim

ination of tetrahedra to be 4-.8 eV. Silcox, (7G) and Hirach et a.l. (7S) 

suggest that this hiC:h activation enerC'.Y ma.y result from annihilation by 

interstitial diffusion. Some evidence for this(7S) was obtained by irra.-

dio.tine; quenched cold with a.-particles at 20°C. This radiation produces 

mobile interntitio.lo and they observed that tetrahedra disappeared with 

increaning dose. 'l'he tctra.hcclra are asstuned to collapse o.fter accretion 

of a. critical number o:(' intcratitio.ls ha.o occurred by difiUaion. 

'l'hr:: interpretation of this experiment docs not appear to be conois-

tent .wl th the ohnervc<l oiuultaJlCOUO grm-rth of VO.CWlCY tetrahedra. and 

in tersti t~:tal ioops in irradiated copper. (56) 'l'beref'ore 1 the mecha.niom 

o:e decom:L')Wi tion of' perfect tetrahedra. ia otill not clear. 
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8. Effect of Vacancy Clustering on l~eche.nical Properties 

·- Experimental information on quench b::trd.cning has been confused by 

inadequate control of variables ouch ast specimen diameter, purity, quenching 

conditions, aging temperatt~e, and orientation of the specimen axis. Slight 

changes in these :factors can ca.use important differences in ~the renul ting 

quenched and aeed substructure. The defect substructure in a. quenched and 

aged crystal is, at best, complex, as was shown in section 3· Typical colo

nies of loops in an aluminum specimen quenched from 600°C to -20°C then aged 

at 100°C are shown in Fig. 3.( 35) 

Even though quenching substructures are nonuniform and have certainly 

not been comparable in the experiments carried out at different laboratories, 

some general effects on mcchaxJical properties are :fairly well establishedt 

(1) Little or no hardening except perhaps below 78°IC is produced by excess 

vacancies as long as they remain dispersed or in clusters of no more than a 

:few. Not only is there no ch&lge in yield stress for quenched copper(33, 86) 

and gold( 87) when tested without aging at 20°C or -196°C1 but also there is 

not much change in the entire stress--strain curve. 

(2) Very small clusters, perhaps involving ten to several hundred vacan-

ciea 1 such a.o those that are probably formed during electron irradiation 

o:f coppcr(8B) cause an increase in the yield stress but little change in 

the strain hardening rate, The entire stress-strain curve is just shifted 

to a slightly higher stress level.( 33) 

{3) Clusters larGe enough to become visible by transmission electron micros-

copy as "bla.clt opots", or collapsed c~ustcrs in the form of stacking fault 

tetrahedra, stacking fault loopo 1 or perfect prismo.tic dislocationa cuuse 
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. (86 :37 09 90) strong hardening. 1 1 1 · For the sra..'J.llcat visible c~uot.ers, such 

o.o the "bl.aclt spoto" produced by neutl~on :lrrc.Otation of copper or gold1 tho 

' (91 02) hardening is strongly temperature clop•:mdent.. - 1 ;;/- 'l'he hardening produced 

by large loops or ·tetrahedra. is rather inocnsitive to temperature of testing. (G7,93) 

Loops or. "black spots" a.lso cause cha.ngea in the shape of' tho strcos-strain 

curve nnd a lcso uniform distribution of plastic strain.(S9, 90, 94) 'f.he 

hardening rate following tho yield is increaeed for crystals oriented for 

single slip and reduced for tho multiple slip (111] orientation. ( 33) These 

effects are illustrated by Figo. 23 ru1d 241 which are shear stress va shear 

strain curves for copper aingle crystal wires which were quenched from 

1060°0 ~d aged for various times at 20°0 before testing at 78°IC. · 

Figure 25 shows the correlation between quench-age-hardening and the 

growth in size ot clusters as observed by X-ray small angle scattering. 

The decay of excess resistivity, which represents prim3Xily the disappear-

o.nce of single vacancies and divacancies as they reach the clusters is 

also shown. 

9· Theories of Hardening 

The actual defect substructures that exist in quenched Wld aged cryo-

tala are too complex to permit accurate quantitative predictions of the 

yield stress, I-Imrever, order of magnitude calculations C£¥1 be mde by 

r;-.ssuro.ing ·that only one cluster or loop size ia present and tlm:t!, thcoe defects 

arc un:l.formly dispcrGcd throughout the crystal volume. '.rheac asstJ])lJ?tions 

are I'robo.bly more nearly true in some irradiated specimens where va.cancy 

clusters aro formc~cl d_ircctly at displacement spikes. 



Seeger(~~) and later Friedel(95) have considered the motion of dialo-

cations through a dispersion of voida or vacancy clusters of very omall 

dimensions (ouch as those produced. by heu~7 particle irradiation at low 

te~erature). For such small clusters having dimensions not too much lexger 

than atania dimensions, th~ escape of the moving dislocation from the pinning · 

points is thermally activated. The theories predict a hardening that in• 

creases with decreasing temperature. Friedel gives the temperature depcn-

dance ase 

where T is the hardening at absolute zero and T
0 

is a critical temperature m . 

which is well above roam temperature if the energy for escape o:f' the dialo-

cation :from a cluater is of the order of 1 eV. In this theory, T l ~ canst 
m 

where J, is the a.veraee distance between clusters on the slip plane. There-

fore, the magnitude of the hardening varies inversely with the dia~ce 

between cluaters on the slip plane. 

Interactions between large dislocation loops and moving dislocations 

have been cons:f.dered in detail by SM.da and Washburn. (9G) If the loops are 

of the perfect prismatic type, a given moving dislocation Will encounter 

loopa of six different Burgers vectors. For loops o:f' the stackinB fault 

type, there will be four different Burgers vectors. It can be shown that two-

thirds of the perrect loops, l1alf of the large imperfect loops, and all of 

the imperfect loops smaller than a critical size can form strong locking 

points on n moving dislocation. Dislocation reactions are possible that re-

sult in local reduction of the elastic strain energy of the dislocation or, 

in the cctce of smn .. ll ctacking fault loops, a step in the sta.cldng fault must 

be fornc<l. 
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Friedel ( 95) has analyzed in detail the wa:.r in wich a moving dis loco.-

tion behaves when po.saing through randomly si tun ted loops that form attrac

tive junctions with the dislocation. •n1e line has a zig•zag form. (See 

Pig. 26) The critical stress for continued motion ise · 

where N is the numl::-er of loopo per unit volume, R is the average radius of 

the loops 1 and p is a constant (about 4}. The analysis predicts a tempera

ture independent component of hardening in agreement with experiment. ( 871 93) · 

Por an aluminum crystal quenched from 600.,01 N is of the order of lole arid 
0 

the average value or R ie about 200 A. Therefore, or ,. 370 · (!jll/mm2
1 which 

is of the right magnitude to be consistent with the experiments of Mo.ddin 

and Cottir ell .• ( 89) 

10. The Stress-Strain Curve· 

Plastic deformation gradually destroys the loop substructure.(76, 96, 97) 

v~en a moving dislocation meets a perfect loop with the same or opposite 

Burgers vector or a atacldng fault loop on a (111) plane that does not con-

tain the Burgers vector of the moving dislocation, then a part of the loop 

is destroyed. The moving dislocation acquires two large jogs that co.n usually 

glide a..,m;y conservatively and a smaller loop is lett. behind. l-.1hen a moving 

dislocation meets a eto.cldng fault loop that lies on a plane parallel to the 

Burgers vector of the moving dislocation, then the· stacking fault is swept 

away converting the loop -to a perfect .loop. (9S} Therefore, glide on a single 

system can oweep e.-way one-sixth of the perfect loops a.nd one-ho.lf of the 

largo a tacking fo.ult loops. The remaining large stacking fault loops are 

conv2rtcd to po-~rfoct loops. 

.. 
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For very enw.ll loops or clusters, it ia likoly that these detQilcd 

considera.tions ore no·c necenea.ry. In th:ta case, the vacancies may be able 

to disperse along a dislocation lino by J..or.::n.l or pipe diffusion producing 

long jogo that Glide av~ conservatively. 

Changes in strain hardening rate are probably related to this des-

truction of the q,ucnch-aee substructure by moving dislocations • Figure 23 

shmrs tha.t for cryatala oriented for easy glide the hardening rate immed-

iately following the yield wus greatly increased by quenching and aging for 

more than about one houre However, the opposite effect was observed for 

the multiple slip oriento.tion (Fig. 24). 

Both of these results can possibly be explained if it is aos\liiJ.Cd that 

the deformation in quench-aged crystalo takes place at first by the growth 

or fa.r fewer slip banda than in annealed crystalo. This is lmown to be 

true for both irradiated(94, 97, 99, 7) ond quenchcd(90) materials. In 

crystals containing clusters or dislocation loops, plastic strain tends to 

take place by widening· of already present gl:l.de bnnda rather than by frequent 

nucleation of new bandB • Thio is almost certainly caused by the local 

softening effect resulting from the destruction of the loop subotructure 

(Fig.· 4). 

In a. single crystal wire of small diameter oriented for single alip1 

the effect of a. high yield stress and a less uniform distribution of the 

shear strain along its length may be to cause localized stress concentrations 

and bendlng movements that bring oecond.ary systems in·co operation, almost 

innncdia.tely ou;ppreosing the easy gli,de. This mey- explain the greater initial . 

hardening .ra.te shO\m in Fig. 23 for th\3 quench-nged easy glide oriented 

crycto.ls. IIovrevcr, the effect seems to be asBocia.ted only with fairly 
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large clusters. At Bt1ort IJ.ging times there was only a general increa.ee 1n 

the stress level of the enttro otreos-otrain curve, ae ho.s been observed 

for irradiated copper. ( ~:rr) Other factors 1 r>uch as the diameter of the 

tensile specimen being employed, probably a:f'fect the results. A far more 

detailed mc:Xlel than any presont.ly existing :for yielding and hardening 

during easy glid.e :!.a essential to a real understanding of these effects. 

In a. crystal of [ 111] axis the growth of fever slip banda might be 

expected to have juot the oppoai te effect on hardening rate. Slip in any 

one part of the gauge length might, in this case, not involve all a1x of 

the slip systems. If slip bands on the six equally stressed systems are 

more or less isola.ted becauoe of a small munber of bands then. there 'WOUld 

be leas cutting of one band by another. Fever intersections should result 

1n a less rapid accumulation of dislocation tangles and, therefore, a lower 

hardening rate, as is observed. 

In this case, too, the explanation is certainly oversimplified. 

Purther experiments correlating the distr:tbution of plastic strain and the 

growth of slip banda ~dth hardening rate and other parameters, such as 

specimen cross· secttcn, are clearly needed. 
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Dislocation Sourceo by ~1cnch.ing 

These have been o1x~erv(~d in Al-Cu(lG) and Al-Mg aUeyspo, '(9, 44) 

systems in which ~ is not vc~y small ('I'able II). · A classical Fro.nk-~eo.d 

source rm.s seen in Al-Cu(l6) in vlhich all screw seemento had climbed into 

hel1.ces. Anothe~ new kind of· source has been fOWld.. recently 1 viz. 1 the 

(30 '79 1.~4) 
climb source. ' ' It appears that precipitate particles ere 

necessary for the nuclcO.tion of climb sources, e.g., as shown in Fig. A.l. 

Simple sources show successive loops 'Hhich lie on a pyramidal prism 

(Fig. A.2) having {110) habit and contrastexperimcnts show that their 

Burgers vectors a.re norma.l.t9 those ple.nes.giving the characteristic 

diamond sha.pes discusaed. in oection 6. · Scl~ewa IDD.:',{ not act as climb sources 

because they a.re ustiall_y quickly converted into helices • The loops e.."qXUld 

in the (UO)' planes by absorbing more vacancies since denudation of vacancy 

loops is apparent in regions arOWld the source •. · 

Uestma.cott et a1.(79) observed more cO!llJ?lica.ted configurations in-

volving disloca.:tlona ·with more than one Burgers vector. These workers pro

posed that the origin of the climb source is a <100> dislocation t'rom a. 

precipitate vrhich dissociates during climb a.s follows a 

a [001] ~ a/2 [011] + a/2 [Oil] both in the (100) 

~ a/2 (101] + a/2 [iOl] both in the (010) 

For the reasons discussed in acction 6, loops other than those on (110) 

~ 'be forrn0d and it e.;p:pcars that whilst 1lcntma.cott et a.l. firot proposed 

that their loops vrcre on (100), 1~ 1~ now felt( 4h) that these loo:po 1nn.y 
( 

be conccntrico.lly arrane;ed on irrational plcmos such tho.·t; the dlrcctiona 
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of t.:tw 'l.J01llldint~ dioloc:..:utions a:re given l)y the lines of intc:t"section of 

the hablt plane vrl th the two {111) plo.ncs containing the Burgers vcctox-

o:£' the loop. 

'l'hce>c loopn cannot be formed fl:"am the lJarticlea by e. punching mcch-

animn o !nee they are a.l1vayo of the vacancy type and co.n be :fort11cd c1u.rint; 

is othcrmal acinr;;. 

('10) Herring kind. c 

'l'he sources a.rc1 thuo, thought to be of the n1rd.ecn
( 1~14-) . 

Rm.bm-oy a.nd Nicholson ohov.'ed that a high enough 

vacru1cy oupcrsa.turo.tion must o:dst so that the resulting chemicO:]. otrct>s 

is lm•gc enoue;h to o:rJCrate a source of length ~t~~ particle. diameter. Such 

su:pcrsa.turations arc readily available by quenching and an excess of vacan:-

cies IDD::f a.J.J.•cady exist arO'Wld particles if they arc formed under tension,.· 

so reJJClling vacancies created by solute a. tams goil:lg to the precipitate •. 

l1any oource confi&"Ul."a.tiona arc possible depending on the kinds of 

intcrfacio.l dislocations present. The final result roo.;y be also complicated 

by interactions with other dialocations or by s:1Jnulta.neouo operation of 

more than rr.ac source a.t e. given precipitate. Figure A.3 ia a.n exomple of 

e. con:riguration ~lhich 'I'flaY have formed either frOill a Di~le ended. source or 

fl:"om loops vlhich have been rotated rclutive to each other since the linea 

of intersection 'With the foil Gurf'acea do not coincide. 
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A;prx:ndix B 

Determination of the Sense of IJOops (i.e., vo.cancy: or interotitia.l kind) 

As a result of thQ development of tbc kinematical and dynamical 

theories of electron diffraction contra.st,(3, 4) it is ncnr.poesible (under 

favorable circumata.nces) to determine 'the sense of' the Burgers vector of 

disloeations. Thus, loops formed from vacancies or interatitiala Cf¥1 be 

distinguished. Here, we shall follow the method recently presented by 

Mazey et a.l. ( 57) baaed on the dynrunice.l theory of Howie and llhelan. ( 4) 

In rcc metals the vacancy loop and intersti tia.l loop can be formed 

~am Frank sessile loops by reactions such ass 

~ (111} + g (211] a ~ [011] vacancy 

1 ill 1 - 1 1 3 [ l + b [112] + b [121] a 2 (oii] interstitial 

i.e., the Burgers vectors are the same but are opposite in sense (Fig. B.1). 

Figure B.1 shmra the diagram. used by Mazey et a.1. to define the Burgers 

vectors. The direction of the edge com;ponent of the Burgers vector of a . 

l,oop with respect to the sense around the loop (ta.ken e.s positive) is given 

' (81) 
by the right hand and lett hand rulea for vacancy and interstitial loops 

respectively. "Taking the positive' direction a.raund a loop to be clockwise, 

vacancy loops have a. Burgers vector w1 th a. positive component normal to the 

slip plane in the downwards sense (making an acute angle to the direction 

of viewing) whilst interatitio.f 1oopa ho.ve a Burgers vector ,.,rith a. positive 

component along the upwards normal to the slip pla.ne." (Fig. B.l)·;, 

now .the condition for visibility of' a dislocation is that g.o f o. 

(g is the reciprocal lattice vector·corrcsponding to the reflecting plane 
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producing contrast.) Since the image of a dislocation is dispk~ccd to one 

side of the true position of the dislocation,( 3, 4) determination of the 

image position for a given reflection1 g1 Wld sign Of the deviation param

eter, s 1 enables the r3ien of g.b and1 hence1 the eenee of b to be determined. 

Ftgure B.2 shows the reflecting conditions corresponding to positive and 

negative va.luos of o1 tmd Fig. B.3 shows the sense of the diopla.cement of 

the image when s is positive or nega.·tive using the sign convention given 

abO'VO. For a loo:p1 the image l-Till either be completely inside or outside 

the loop e.nd when (g. b )s is post ti ve 1 the loop will appear larger than when 

(g.b)s is negative, Thua 1 observations of the chango in size of a loop on 

either side of an extinction ~ontour (g fixed1 s changing sign) or an a.b-
I 

sorption band (a constant, g ~a.nging sign) by tilting the specimen enables 

the sense of b to be obtained. 

In order to determine the values of g.o and the sign of o1 the dif

:fra<;tion pattern IlltWt be properly indexed eo that g is given the right sign 

and, hence 1 the indices of the normal upward from the foil surface are known 

uniquely. Groves and 'Hhelan(S2 ) point out that tho object and diffraction 

patte~ differ from the image and the diffraction pattern by one inversion. 

Thus 1 besides correcting for rotation (due to the reduction· in lens current 

When changing from image,to diffraction pattern), the diffraction pattern 

must also be further rotated by 180°. 

In practice, loops must be large enough so that their habit plane (and1 

therefore, Burgers vectors) 'l'f.WY be identified. Unique identification is 

' * --:facili ta.ted if o. nonoyr.Imctrical orientation is vie,red. The sense of 

* e.g., if the foil is in [Oil], loo-ps on inclined (ill) and (lil) would 
appear to be in the oo.me inclination in the ima13c (hence, there are six 
poc::Jiblc <110> Br~l·c<:~ro vectors) leading to aml1iguity in intcr;protn.tion. 
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inclination of the habit plo.ne with re8pect to the foil surface muot be 
\ 

known if the dif:f'raction pattern ia to be unrunbiguoualy indexed. This can 

be determined by obocrving the change in p1•ojected area. of loops during 

tilting in e. known direction, (Jc1a.zcy et al. (57) used a 15° wedge t~ do this) 

and plotting the. results etereoc;raphical.ly. An accurate goniomoter specimen 

stage wotlid greatly facilitate determination of the orientation uniquely. 

Once all pcirruncters are established, the diffraction pattern can be unam

biguously indexed and the respective g operators and, hence, b can be deter

mined. If ( uvw] :l.s the normal upvrard to the foil (obtained from the dif'fra.c· 

t:l.on pattern in the usual wa.y) end the b' a are in the same sense o.s [ uvw], 

(Fig. B.l) the images correspond to interstitial loops. It the £•s are in 

the opposite sense, ~.e., [uvw] 1 the loops must be of the vacancy kind. 

Experimentally, the procedure is tedious and difficult but it is a 

method Which can be used for loops or dislocations of any kind and it enabled 

Mazey et al. ( 57) to ohow that in Al bombarded with 38 MeV a.-particles 
++ . . 

(He ions) the loor>s Yere predominantly of the interstitial kind. Single 

crystal experiments choosing sUitable orientations would facilitate identi

fication. Simpler methods may be used for special cases, (B3) and f'or non-. 

cubic crystals, e.g., in graph1te(B4, B5) where the Burgers vectors of inter-

stitial and vacancy loops are not merely of opposite sense • 
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F'ICtJT:E CAP'.l'IOIJrJ 

Dleloen:tion 1oo:cto CJ1d "blneh. dot" d.<~ feet in O.l" .II. G. COJ));x.:r quonehccl 

0 . . 0 
from 1000 C m:t1 e.r~cd 1 hr; ut 100 C. 

[ill] A1 dnclo cryrJt:.'l qu.enche:d. f1·om ()00°C. o-.Lx~rating rei'lcct:l.on 

Oil. Notice tlw:t ncJ loo}!e c!.rc vJ.:d.blc on (ill.) v..nd (111) 1ndicntine 

tho.t the loo:po o.re ell of the Gt:J.cking :Caul t t.y:po ui th o/ 3 < 111 > 

Ill.rc;cro vcctorG. 

(a) [;}10vinc; colordcw of loo)c in Al quenched from Goo0c to -20°C 1 

l:'{!;Cd 5 ccc 100°C, (pm·ity 99·9')9~~). Hotice lnrecr loo})a o.t pcriphcr<J 

of the colon1co. (1~·) Fril.r•rw~d viev of cdce of col(my shoving Frn.nl1: 
) 

loops C'.:J vcll o.s per:L'cct tl.innoncl ohcJ.X~cl loo:k)o. 

Motion of dic1loc~J.tiono Hi th lo.rc,c joga ne<Ju.il~cd by P.tlllib.llntion of' 

~ ~ 0 (14)( ) Al-leY.,., Zu Dlloy c:_rucnchccl from 5oO C Courtccy Ph:U. U:'.c• 

Fig. 6(n) Al.-5'/.> 1·1(".: tl.lloy quenched fl""~:>Jn 550°C cld'onn.ed 3~ 0t;ecl 11 min at 20°C 

and. flll'"thel· dei'ormcd li~~. Notice colu'UlW ·of lnJ.•ge 1oovo n.l.icned clone 

<:: 110 >• 

Fi 6(b) Al n'' 1 · · ' 0 ,. g. "")jv r~ c.l. ay quonchorl :fran 550 c. 

tho.t the b.elicco present hc1·c bre~'.Jt do~r11. into loo])n as o. reoult of 

Fic;. 7 f;ehcmo.tic illU!::trr.~.tion of the effect of' ili!JJU:dty ':'.'t.mur; in cl.ecreaning 

the flUliCrnnturr..tion of vo .. eand.cn uheu Eb + o. 

Fig. 8 Long rec;ulc:r helil.!eo in J\l-4~G Cu ~>ftc1· <J1lnnehi11[; fr0111 540°C. (l5) 

( Courtu:ry . PhiL llne. ) • 
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o.n(l D{.\.:<1 9!-1. hr. o.t 100°C. ~110 ruont probo.ble plane of the looj)o 

1 s ( lll ) or ( !Il). 

o. r01r of lOOl!G punched f'rom the rce:ton A. 'l'hc loops dimitrlGh ·in 

ei~e vi th d:i.otr:'J.lCO from tho or:Lc;in indicating that they are of' the 

intcn:ti tio.l type, 

FiB• ll Al-5 vrt. c{a 1-1'(:; quenched from 520°C, o.nd o.gcd 70 h at 100°C, shouing 

dislocation oourcco end pum~hcd loops orlginn.ting from :precipitates 

in the fjroJ.n boundo.:cy. 

Fie. 12 II:lch purity Nb (',.nncaled 1780°F end. bombo.rdmcnt vi th 2Xlo17 Cs ions 

cm- 2 (3·0 l~'"···v) t 11 uid nit Lo b 1 d t A ~"" a c~ · roc;en. ops can a reoo vc a • 

(Courtesy L. E. Thomas 1 Rockctdyne ) . 

Fig.· 13 A.I3 F:l.g • .12 shmrine helices and rovrs of lo011s emitted from a bOW'ldn.ry. 
I 

notice clusters of black spot clefecto. ( Com·tosy L. E. Thomas, Rocltct-

dyne). 

Fig. "14 Al: EnerGY of defcd.a no a function of size. 

Fig. 15 Agz Energy of defects as a function of size. 

Fig. i6a Fl·cxtit loops in Al purity 99·9991~ quenched from 6oo°C to -20°C aged 

0 5 sec 100 c • 

. Fig. 16b A large tru.neo.ted hexncone~ Frcnk loop in Cu-2 at. % Ag quenched 

0 0 
:t'rom 1000 C ond oc;ed 1 h at. 100 C. 

( 2!~) ( Fig. 11 Tetrnhedra in quenched gold after Silcox ond Hirsch. Courteoy 

Scli.:.:mc•.tic rcprecent;~:tion o:t' form::•;t1on of cli01nond ohnr>ed loops from 

hcxne;ona.J. loop:.; (c.c;. oe(..! Figs. 3b1 9). 
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Pig. 19 Tetrahedron of {111) planes. In the FCC lntticeJ the Burgers 

vectors of dislocations AB, DO, CD, DA are a/2 <110>1 Ar, Dr1 etc. 

a/6 <2ll>J r~, a:r etc. a/6 <110>$ :and At1.1 Cy etc. o./3 <111>. 

Pig. 20 The radius of a shrinking loop ve time during annealing in the 

electron microscope. 

Fig. 21 Showing growth qf loops in Al-5% Mg alloy during annealing at 

365°C in the electron microscope. 

Pig. 22 Rate of increase in loop radius vs reciprocal of the absolute 

temperature for Al-5% Mg Alloy. Results obtained· from annealing 

experiments in the electron microscope. 

Fig. 23 Stress-strain curves for Cu1 showing effect of vacancy clusters for 

a single slip orientation of the tensile axis. Dashed curves are 

tram a length of the same single crystal wire tested without quench

ing. Tent temp., 78°Ks 

Fig. 24 Stress-strain curves for cu, showing effect of vacancy clusters for 

a multiple slip orientation (tensile axis [111]). Daohed curves 

are tram a length of the same aingle crystal wire tested without the 

quench-age treatment. All tests at 78°K. 

Fig. 25 Changes in yield stress, excess resistivity, and radius' of small 

angle X-ray scattering centers in Cu during aging at 20°C after a 

rapid quench from 1070°C. 

Fig. 26 Showing motion of a dislocation in Al containing dislocation loops. 

Notice cusps where the line is pinned by loops. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS FOR APPENDICES 

Fig. A-1 Al-7% 1-Ig alloy quenched from 500'Jc, Ghovrlng a climb source with 

concentric but not coploJ1or loops on ( 110). A loop ho.a inter

sected -the surface at A and c. After Embury and Nicholaon.< 44) 

( CourteGy Jl\cta .Met.) 

Fig. A-2 Schematic illuotration of the geometry of .a pyramidal solirce such 

as that shown in ~ig. A-1. After Embury and Nicholson.( 44) 

(Courtesy Acta. l.fet.) 

Fig. A-3 Climb source in Al-5% Ng alloy quenched from 520"C and aged 94 hr. 

at 100°C. 

Fig. B-1 Sketch defining the convention of the Burgers vectors of (a) an 

edge dislocation line; (b) a vacancy loop and (c) an· interstitial 

loop. •After Mazey et al. (57) 

Fig. B-2 Sketch showing the deviation, a1 from the reflecting pooitiori 

corresponding to the angular deviations (2 eoo(l,), (13-2 e) from the 

Dragg condition. a is pocdtive when the recipr·ocal ln.ttice point 

correspondin~ to g lies inside the reflecting sphere (angle of 

incidence greater than the Bragg engle). 

Fig. B-3 Showing the sense of displacement of the image when (g • b)s changes 

sign across either an extinction contour or an absorption band for 

the conven·tion shown in B-1. Arter Howie and l'lhelo.n. ( 4) 
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Fig. 1. 
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Figs . 3(a) and (b) 
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Fig. 4 . 
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Fig. 5 . 
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Fig. 8. 
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Fig . 9. 
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Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 26. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the Urtited States, nor the Co~~ 
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commissioft: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or,usefulness of the infor~ation contained in this 
report, or that the use of any informatio~, ~ppa
ratus, 'method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. . 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor . 
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